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ual bearing of human events, however minutely it may
dissect and explain the organisation of matter. The
'higher criticism' can never destroy the essential truths of
the New Testament, nor can the searchlight of modern
science diminish the truth of revelation which shines in the
Buddhist and Hindu Scriptures. History is both art and
science; the historian needs to be a seer and a poet to
present facts in their true significance and to give to each
event its relative spiritual importance. The embroidery
of the great artist does not weaken the fabric which Time
weaves for himself; it strengthens while it beautifies. And
to those who believe in a spiritual world as even more
actual and real than the phenomenal wrorld there is as
much reality in the embroidery as in the plain warp and
weft with which it is interwoven. Though the foolish
and unskilful embroiderer may spoil the warp, yet it is
only through the imagination that we can link together
the seen and the unseen; and without imagination science
itself loses its vital force, and the modern scientific
historian may become the falsest of guides.
There is evidence enough to show that both Eastern
and Western ways of thought may lead into a morass.
Art in the East may degenerate into a mechanical repeti-
tion of debased hierarchical formularies; history, both
sacred and profane, may sink into the most degraded
obscurantism. And in the West, also, art may end itself in
mere virtuosity, or colour photography, machine-made
sculpture, and the pianola: the historic sense may be
sterilised through a foolish craze for autographs, buttons,
and snuff-boxes. In the middle path, where safety lies,
East and West, arc and science, may go together hand in
hand. Imagination must always lean upon reason;
reason must ever seek a higher inspiration than its own.

